EEG alpha-wave in the visual cortex: check of the hypothesis of the scanning process.
In computer-controlled experiments the recognition by seven human observers of tachistoscopically presented geometrical figures of different size (from 0.5 to 9 angular degrees) or of different eccentricity (from 3 up to 16 degrees) in the visual field was studied. The onset of figures presentation coincided with different phases of the EEG alpha-wave in the occipital region. According to the criterion of an increase of recognition probability, an inverse dependence was revealed between the distance of the figures contour from the gaze (up to 9 degrees) and the succession of phases of alpha-wave. Small or more centrally localized figures were significantly better recognized when presented at relatively earlier phases of EEG alpha-wave, while bigger or relatively more peripherally localized figures - at earlier phases. At 16 degrees form the gaze no reliable dependence of recognition on the alpha-wave phases was revealed. The data obtained are discussed in connection with Pitts and McCulloch (1947) hypothesis about a periodical (with alpha-wave frequency) scanning wave spreading over the visual cortex. Possibility of a synchronous excitability fluctuation in the whole visual cortex with alpha-rhythm frequency that imitated the spreading process is also discussed. Data obtained and simulation of the mentioned possibilities confirmed the first explanation and thus confirmed Pitt's and McCulloch's ideas on the EEG alpha-wave as a reflection of the scanning process in the visual cortex.